month seven - Beach Houses

CORAL ANNIVERSARY

MONTH SEVEN - Beach Houses
you need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fat eighth blue (481087 Audrey Ocean Green)
fat eighth green (481117 Garden Flowers Green)
fat eighth coral (481082 Wildgarden Honey Yellow)
fat eighth navy (481118 Wildgarden Dark Blue)
long quarter pink (481083 Emily Pink)
long quarter light (1525Q Linea)
nine 2½in squares from scraps - we used fabric from the Month Six Shaded Trail block

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
GREEN, CORAL AND NAVY
From each fat eighth, cut three 2½in x 21in rectangles and subcut each rectangle into three 2½in x 6½in rectangles. You need
nine of each colour.
BLUE
From the fat eighth, cut three 2½in x 21in rectangles and subcut each into six 2½in squares to make a total of eighteen blue
2½in squares.
PINK
Cut two 4½in strips across the width of the fabric and set aside for the flying geese unit.
LIGHT
Cut two 4½in strips across the width of the fabric and set aside for the flying geese unit.
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SEWING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Sew a 2½in blue square to both sides of a 2½in scrap
square allocated for the window. Press.

5. Using the other 4½in pink strip make a further three centre
triangles. You need nine in total.

make 9

2. Sew this unit together with a green, coral and navy
rectangle as shown. Press.

6. To make the side triangles of the flying geese units, use
the 45° triangle of the Flying Geese & 45/90 ruler. Take a 4½in
light strip and KEEP IT FOLDED. This enables you to cut the
right and left triangles at the same time. Align the 4½in strip
line along the bottom of the strip and the cut-off top of the
triangle along the top. Cut the first pair of triangles.

4½in
strip line
fold of fabric

MAKING THE FLYING GEESE:
3. To make the centre triangles, take a 4½in pink strip and
position the 90° triangle on the Flying Geese & 45/90 ruler,
aligning the 4½in strip line (finished size 4in x 8in) along the
bottom of the strip and the cut-off top of the triangle along
the top of the strip. Cut the first triangle.
4½in
strip line

7. Rotate the ruler 180° and cut the next pair of triangles.
Continue along the strip to cut six pairs of triangles.

4½in
strip line

4. Rotate the ruler 180° and cut the next triangle. Continue
along the strip to cut six triangles.

8. Using the other 4½in light strip, make a further three
pairs of side triangles.

4½in
strip line
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9. Notice that the 90° centre triangle has a cut off top and the
45° triangles have one cut-off point.

ASSEMBLING THE BLOCK:
13. Referring to the piecing diagram, sew the two units
together and press.

10. When sewing the side triangles to the centre triangles
make sure you always have the cut-off points matching. They
will match either on the right side of the centre triangle or on
the left side. Sew one side triangle to one side of the flying
geese centre triangle as shown. Press open.
cut off points aligned
stitching line
points aligned

14. Repeat to make nine blocks and sew the nine blocks
together as shown to make Row Seven.

11. Repeat on the other side and press.

12. Repeat to make nine flying geese units.
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